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General Comments on the Plan/Consultation Itself 

 This leaflet could be reduced to half its size by not designing it in this way 
without more details in it of what is proposed. IT is virtually a waste of 
money. No one has time to visit the places where you have left the full 

details. 
 

 Those questioned and their personal circumstances has not been fully 
discussed. This means it is not possible to say how many inhabitants of St 
ives were questioned and identify in which area they live.  

 UNABLE TO AGREE AS ALL EXPLANATIONS IN DRAFT TOO VAGUE. 
 

 THIS WHOLE EXERCISE IS A COMPLETE WASTE OF TIME & COUNCIL'S 
MONEY. WE ELECT COUNCILLORS TO THINK FOR US! 

 

 St Ives Council doesn't consider the wishes of the residents of St Ives.  I 
feel it would be pointless to fill in this questionnaire. 

 

 Not sure about this survey. Can’t see that the % figures for hotels/self-
catering are accurate at all!!! All areas of country have housing issues. St 

Ives is a historical tourist town and needs self-catering to allow tourists to 
enjoy the many restaurants. People don’t want to stay in B&Bs and hotels 

anymore.  

 Numerical comments made throughout are not explained or in some cases 
even justify the comments. As in St Ives TOWN attracts 954600 staying 

visitor nights with a related spend of £86.8 million. This means St Ives 
town has been specified but only with the number of visitors staying the 

night but this figure cannot be correct. 59% you say stay in catered 
accommodation, with 23% now choosing the self-catering accommodation. 

With no explanation does this mean 82% of all staying visitors in catered 
and self-catered accommodation or 59% of which 23% choose self-catered 
accommodation. With the decline in the number of hotel rooms, there are 

closed hotels on the road into St Ives from Carbis Bay, conversion of B&Bs 
to apartments in St Ives Alexandra Road. More self-catering 

accommodation seems inevitable. This opens up new business opportunities 
in terms of repairs/maintenance/cleaning/laundry/deocation/refurbishment 
alongside groceries, fishmongers, butchers, milk, bread, newspaper 

deliveries. More businesses that address these needs on a small scale 
alongside craftsmen/farmers market events draw locals (to shop and work) 

as well as visitors. There is no mention of the high proportion of foreign 
visitors and how business might learn new skills (with the aid of EU 
funding) to attend to their needs.  

 I generally feel that the St Ives Area Neighbourhood Plan is a positive idea. 
However I feel that there are areas which rely too much on thoughts rather 



than good planning based evidence which is likely to lead to challenge in 
due course. 

 
 Councillors need to be informed of the Policies when making decisions. 

 
 Really need to look at your plans. 

 

 This is a very badly designed questionnaire. Are they statements or 
questions.  

If statements, who made them? 
 

 HOW MUCH IS THIS COSTING WHEN YOU HAVE NO EFFECT ON 

PROPOSALS ANYWAY. 
 

 ALL ON-LINE REFERENCES ATE TOO VAGUE OR TOTALLY UN-
UNDERSTANDABLE DUE TO KARGON USED WHICH ORDINARY MEMBERS 
OF THE PUBLIC CANNOT POSSIBLY UNDERSTAND - SORRY BUT THIS IS A 

LOAD OF NONSENSE )& PROBABLY EXPENSIVE NONSENSE TO BOOT) 
 

 How much is this consultation costing - when you have no effect on 
proposals anyway. 

 
 For decades the council has suffered from myopic, short-termism, self-

protection of council members. There is no strategic vision, St Ives ate 

itself! 
 

General Planning Comments 

 If the development of 235 houses at Gonwin Farm is allowed to go ahead, 
please prevent the contractors using or closing Church Lane.  

 For years profit has been put before people and this area is already over 
developed. Infrastructure has failed to appear. Villages are destroyed along 
with a way of life. Stop all development until the infrastructure catches up. 

It is 50 years behind. The area is being spoilt, so please stop it. 
 

 Our area must grow and move forward, The pace of this must be tightly 
controlled, both in and out of dwelling areas. 

 

 The thought of Gonwin Farm proposals fill me with horror, haven't spoken 
to anyone who agrees with it. 

 
 Please please no more development, The town is saturated, not enough 

transport, doctors, dentists, schools. Half homes empty half the year. No 

more second homes. Save this beautiful town. 
 

 No development. 
 

 NO DEVELOPMENT. 
 



 We need to have more positive policies to promote renewable energy 
sources, particularly rooftop PV cells which would also be acceptable in the 

conservation area where they aren't too prominent. 
 

 Please recognise problem of sewage overload. 
 

 THERE IS NO NEED FOR ANY MORE HOUSING KEEP ST IVES LOCAL! 

 
 WE ARE OVER DEVELOPING THIS AREA WITH NO THOUGHT FOR OUR 

COUNTRYSIDE OR ITS CHARACTER. 
 

 It appears those who shout loud enough get their way , ie Lelant minority 

residents. 
 

 I AM COMPLETELY AGAINST ANY FURTHER DEVELOPMENT IN CARBIS BAY 
& TERELOYHAN WHICH HAVE BEEN 'THROWN TO THE DOGS' IN THE PAST 
20 YEARS. 

 
 Are there any new roads/hospitals/police/doctors or any infrastructure in 

place to take into account all the extra people that will come into the area?  
This is great for Cornwall Council as they can now raise more money 

through rates etc and spend even less. 
 

 Why is Lelant being treated differently from Carbis Bay and St Ives. 

 
 Carbis Bay and Lelant Carbis Bay and Lelant - any housing development 

should not go ahead without looking at the facilities provided. There is not 
enough room in the schools. No doctors. The road network is not up to the 
extra traffic. Especially through Lelant which is already under pressure. 

These are village locations and any major development should go on the 
outskirts where facilities and safe road structure . 

 
 Do not understand. Please leave everything as it is. The area cannot take 

any more development. Local people being pushed out to make way for 2nd 

and 3rd home owners.  The place is becoming a ghost town with nothing 
for Permanent occupiers. 

 
 Too many houses in St Ives. No work. More houses means more benefits. 

Doctors can't cope. St Ives is lost in updated apartments no locals can 

afford. Who gets the backhanders? 
 

 Affordable homes should be built in Lelant for local people. 
 

 No more big developments entering St Ives - a pleasant walk into town has 

been ruined by so-called luxury flats, but we no longer have the luxury of 
the harbour / sea views.  One eyesore last year were towels drying over the 

balconies of the Harbour Hotel flats, this may seem petty but little things 
mount up on a memorable walk or holiday. 

 

 No Development. 
 

 Stop the builds of apartments. St Ives will soon be all flats. 



 

 

 

 

 


